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Hardly a day has passed in t h is last year when the 
country of Germany or her leaders have not been mentioned 
in our daily newspapers . The interdependence of the orJd 
today forces every one of us , whether e like it or not , 
1 to have some concern about hat is goin on in other coun-
· tries than our own. No longer is it a tter of months or 
~ weeks or days to go from Europe to America . A transatlan-
tic air service is about to be established by which one 
can cross the ocean in less than a day . This brings 
Europe fri ghteningly near to us, a fact that all awake 
persons are realizing . And Europe is in no calm situa-
tion right now. Dictatorsh ips and democracies , national-
ism and internationalism, ar and peace , all are str ,lin 
to rain or hold a footing in tho chaos of modern times . 
How can e ro~ain indifferent to this? Indeed , e can not . 
They say it is Germany that has set Europe on ed.~e , that 
is causing most of this trouble . As an aftermath of the 
Great ~ar , the attitude towa~ds the Germans is none too 
pleasant. Yet it is inconceivable that the German people 
do not want peace and good ,. ill nations runon men just as 
much as any of the rest of us do . e must try to under-
stand Germany ' s actions as best we can. I have tried to 
set forth here a picture of Germany from the geographical 
viewpoint only, ith no int nt )f presenting a bias to ard 
or against the Reich . 
Germany is a country of very dense population , having 
a total of abour 76 million people ithin her borders 
today . (1) She is a po erful and progressive nation , and 
i so as a product of the modern age . It is by science 
I that she has achieved her greatness . 11th the application 
of science to agriculture , to industry , and to government , 
she has become an important unit of the modern world from 
a third rate st te of 150 years ago . This lar e populatio 
hao a rather ~rr ar distribution , being concentrated in 
places into a density of over 850 per square mile . T!1ere 
must be some expla.nation for this distribution . I have 
tried to show the fe,ctors that appear to be basically 
geographic . Such an attempt has resulted in a rather 
detailed study of the geo raphic factors of Germany ' s 
present condition. After presenting these factors , I have 
brou t out the correlation tetween them and the popula-
tion distribution. 
(1) October, 1938 
2 
POPULATION 
Let us, then, consider tlle population of Germany in 
all its aspects . According to the 1938 issue of the 
Stateman's Yearbook (edited early in the year ) the total 
population of the German Reich was 66 ,030,491.(1) This 
does not include the Austrian population or the Sudeten 
Germans of the Czechs . Austria's population at the same 
time is recorded as 6,760,233.(2) The exact number in 
the recently annexed part of Czechoslovakia is approxi-
mately 3 million . The averace in Germany itself is 353 
per square mile. 
(1) M. Epstein, ed. Statesman's Yearbook, 1938, MacMillan 
and Co., London, 1938. p. 978 
(2) Ibid. P• 712 
3 
The Yearbook gives the following tables of the popula-
tion of Germany and Austria by states: 
-------------------~-~~"-----~-----------------~-----------State Area·lf- Total pop. Per Sq.mi.pop .(l) 
-------~------~--------------------------------------------Prussia (a. l ) 113,612 39,934,011 353 
Bo.varia (a) 29,336 7,681,584 262 
Wurttemberg 7,530 2,696,324 358 
Baden 5 ,817 2,412,951 415 
Saxony . 5,785 5,196,652 898 I Mecklenburg (2) 6,197 805,213 130 
Thuringia 4;540 1,659,510 365 
Hesse 2,969 1,429,048 480 
Oldenburg 2,480 573,853 232 
Bruns·..,.ick 1,417 512,989 361 
Anhalt 893 384,415 408 
j Lippe 469 175_,538 374 
ncha.umburg-Lippe 131 49,955 382 
II Hamburg 160 1,218_,447 7_.508 
J Lubeck 115 136,413 1,186 
I Bremen 99 371,558 3,757 
\Saarland (3) 738 8122030 lt043 
1
aerman Reich 181,6§9 66,636,491 363 (average) 
I (1) Ibid. P• 978 
Ia. Excludin~ the Saar 
1. Waldeck was absorbed by Prussia, April 1, 1929 I 2. Mecklenburg-Schwerin and ecklenburg-Stretlitz were 
united January 1, 1934. 
3• The figures for the popula tion of the Saar District 
are the preliminary returns of the Census of June 2~, 
1935. 
~· In English Square rUles 
4 
5 
Austria's population by states or provinces .(1) 
----------------------------------------------------------rovince Area Resident Population Pop . per sq.o • 
li----------------------------------------------------------
rienna 1 07 1 , 874 ,130 17,514 
1lo er Austria 7 , 452 1,508,076 202.5 
1~pper Austria 4 , 626 902 ,318 145 
a.1zburg 2,762 245, 801 88 
lr tyria 6 , 32,) 1,015,106 160 . 5 
Carinthia. 3 , 680 408 ,129 110 
I 
'l'yrol 4 , 882 349,098 71 . 5 
I Vorarlb~rg 1,005 155 ,402 154 . 6 
~urgenland 1 ~, 532 299.! 447 195 . 4 
~ota1 I 32,369 6 ,760,233 208 . 8 
I. Including 4 ,726 itho~t ~my definite residence. 
(1) • Epstein. OJ2• Cit. P• 712 
In looking over these tables of the population o£ 
Germany and Austin by state or province, there seem to be 
no general conclusions that one may draw in regard to the 
distribution of the population. It does not in any way 
follow that the largest sections have the densest popula-
tion, nor what is more reasonable do the smallest states 
have the densest population. 
Germany has many cities, many of hich have beco e 
important only in the last fifty years. For a country of 
her size, there are many larre towns; two over 1,000,000, 
22 over 250,000, 29 over 100,000. Of the sized 
towns {20,000--100,000 ) she has 218 between 50~000 and 
100,000 , and 170 bet eon 20,000 and 50 1 000. Following 
is a list of the towns over 100 , 000 and their populations, 
as of January 1, 1935:(1) 
----------~-----------------------------------------------Town State Population 
----------------------------------------------------------
Berlin! Prussia 4,242,501 
Hamburg Hamburg 1,129,307 
Cologne Prussia 756,605 
Uunich Bavaria 735,388 
Leipzig Saxony 713,470 
Essen Prussia 654,461 
r. Area of Berlin is 341 square miles. 
1) • Epstein Op.Cit. PP • 979- 00 
6 
7 
----------------------------------------------------------To n State Population 
----------------------------------------------------------
Dresden Saxony 642,143 
Breslau Prussia 625 ,198 
Frankfur~ am-M. Prussia 555,857 
'Dortmund Prussia 540,875 
Dusseldorf Prussia 498,600 
Hanover Prussia 443,.920 
Duisborg-Hamborn Prussia 440,419 
Stuttgart Wurtemberg 415,028 
Nurnberg Bavaria 410,438 
Wuppertal Prussia 408,602 
Chemnitz Saxony 350,734 
Gelsenkirchen Prussia 332,545 
Bremen Bremen 323,331 
Konigsberg Prussia 316,072 
Bochum Prussia 314,546 
Magdeburg Prussia 306,895 
Manheim Baden 274,162 
Stet tin Prussia 270,747 
Altona Prussia 241,940 
Kiel Prussia 218,335 
Halle-am-s. Prussia 209,169 
Oberhausen Prussia 192,345 
Augsburg Bavaria 176,575 
8 
---------------------------------------------------------Town State Population 
---------------------------------------------------------
Kassel Prussio 1'75,1'79 
Brunswick Bruns ick 166,81'7 
Krefe1d-Uerdingen Prussia 165,305 
Aachen Prussia 162,'7'74 
\Vies baden Prussia 159,'7'75 
Karlsruhe Baden 154.902 
Hagen Prussia 148,314 
Erfurt Prussia 144 , 8'/9 
I ainz Hesse 142,62'7 
So1ingen Prussia 140,162 
Mu1heim-am-Ruhr Prussia 133,2'79 
Saarbrucken2 Saarland 130,686 
Hindenburg Prussia 130,433 
(Upper Si1esia) 
Lubeck Lubeck 129,42'7 
Munchen-G1adback Prussia 126,631 
.unster Prussia 122,210 
I Bielefeld Prussia 121,031 
I P1auen Saxony 113,855 
Iarburg- Wilhe1msburg Prussia 112,593 
G1eiwitz Prussia 111,062 
2. Census of June 25, 1935 
~-----------------------~--------------------------------Tom State Population 
-~----------------------------~---------~----------------
Ludwigshafen-on-
Rhine Bavaria 107,344 
Rems cheid Prussia 101,188 
Wurzbur Bavaria 101,003 
Beuthen Prussia 100,584 
Following is a list of the cities of Austria over 50 ,000 :( ) 
---------------------------------------------------------Town Population 
---------------------------------------------------------
Vienna 1,874,130 
Graz 152,841 
Linz 108,970 
Salzburg 63,231 
Innsbruck 61,005 
As the above quoted figures are presenting the situa-
tions as of January 1, 1935, it must be remembered that 
they are not accurate as they stand a t present. The error 
would not seem great enough, however, to disregard them 
completely . 
Considering these cities as centers of population, 
the distribution of German people can be seen at a glance. 
Of the 25 cities of Germany and Austria with a population 
(1) Ibid. P • 712 
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of 250,000 and over, fifteen are in Prussia, Of these 
fifteen, nine are in the Rhine industrial area; eight in 
the Ruhr district, and one on the upper ID1ine. Two of 
them are seaports, two are in the central German manu-
facturing area, and one is Germany's capital . Of the 
remaining ten, one is Vienna, the former capital of 
Austria and an economic center for the Danube valley even 
though it is no longer the political head. T o are ports , 
three are in industrial Saxony, t o are in Bavaria and 
one each in urttemberg and Baden. 
Though none of the cities in the recently annexed 
area of the Erzgebirge and the Sudentenland are over 
100,000 in population, the area is very important as an 
industrial and mining district. The important cities are 
Aach , Eger, Karlsbad, Komatau, Brux, Teplitz, Aussig, 
Reichenberg , and Gablonz . (l) 
On an accompanying pa e ill be seen a map of present 
day Germany, including the recent territorial adjustments. 2) 
This map shows the population density of Gernany with the 
25 cities over 250,000 marked . There are four centers of 
concentration; the first is around the upper Elbe river , 
inciuding the Saxony triangle and the recently annexed 
(1) 
(2) 
"Benes Ends an Era" Current History 
Vol. XLIX PP• 21-24 
October, 1938 . 
November , 1938 
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Erzgebirge section; the second center is in the extreme 
west and somewhat north of central Germany, that is, the 
lo er Rhine; the third area is the upper Rhine valley; the 
fourth center is in north central Germany , along the south 
ern side of the north German plain. The population of the 
North German plain and of Southern Germany is sparse by 
comparison. 
Important in the consideration of Germany's popula-
tion is the increase in size in the nineteenth and twenti-
eth centuries . This in itself may not seem startling for 
it is true of all industrial countries. The increase is 
probably more marked in Germany than in other countries 
for she had no colonies hich she could settle and exploit 
nor could she expand in Europe unnoticed . Her population 
at the close of the Franco- Prussian ~ar was 41,000,000.(1) 
In 1910 it was almost 65 , 000 , 000 ; in 1933 it was 66,000 , 00 
and now it is approximately 76 , 000 , 000 . A parallel in-
crease in the population of England and Wales from 1871 to 
1910 is from 23,000, 000 to 36,000 , 000 . (2 ) This is an in-
crease of 34 per cent as compared with an increase of 39 
per cent over the same period in Germany . 
(1) 
(2 ) 
w. s . Thompson Danger S~ots in World Population 
Alfred Knopf N. Y. 192 P • 241 
Encyclopedia Britannica-14th ed. Ency . Br . Inc . 
N. Y. 1929 P• 464 
11 
More strikin in this study is great migrations to 
the cities during this period of population increase. 
According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, the change is 
tabulated thus: 
--------------------------------~-~----------------------Census Rural Urban 
--------------------------------------------------------(1 
1875 61 39 
1880 58.6 41 .4 
1885 56.3 43.7 
1890 53 47 
1895 49.8 50 .2 
1900 45.7 54 .3 
1905 42.6 57 .4 
1910 40 60 
1925 35.6 64 .4 
This tendency to ard concentration is a natural 
corollary of the growth of industry. This is due in part 
to technical developments that make it so much more offi-
c1ent to have large units of ork , i.e. the modern facto-
ries. The second influencing factor is the pro ess in 
transportation facilities. The cheapening of freight ove 
lon distances and an opportunity for mass transport and 
distribution results in concentration all along the line. 
(1) Encyclopedia Britannica op.cit. P• 237 
12 
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Then, of courae, there is the concentration due to loca-
tion of raw materials that leads to the development of 
great cities. 
A rather recent development concerning the population 
of Germar ... y is an attempt on Hitler 1 a part to increase the 
jagrarian class. The Nazi program is driving against the 
urban trend, as it is in cities that "the mind brightens , 
the critical faculties are developed, and the sciences 
flourish . And it is in the citi s lire ise that labor 
congregates and learns the principles of organization and 
jmass action, and that the smouldering embers of discontent 
are fanned into the flames of revolutionary protest . "(l) 
Particularly in the east of Germany is there a great 'back 
to the land' movement . But also there are small suburban 
settlements around the edges of large industrial cities . 
Often the company employees of a large industry have their 
little gardens right around the plant . Hitler is attempt-
~ ing to keep the peasant class as peasants and keep them 
living in the same place . They will produce strong men / 
and food, two vital points in Hitler 's plan.( 2} 
Before leaving this discussion of the disti•ibution of I 
\ the population some mention must be made of the Germans l 
[Outside of Ger-many . Naturally there are many Germans not 
(1) 
(2) 
Robert A. Brady The Spirit and Structure of German 
Facism The Vi~!fl~ Press N. Y. 1937 p . 269 
Robert A. Brady op ott. P• 267 
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in Germany and Hitler is atteopting, not unsuccessfully , 
to claim these people and their lands as Germany ' s . Having 
already absorbed Austria and the Sudeten Germans , Germany 
IJ still claims many people outside her borders . Due to the 
extensive colonization of the Teutonic Knights and of 
later movements there are a number of isolated settlements 
/ 
of Germans in Central and Eastern Europe . During the I. 
I 
period of Teutonic migrations , Slavic people settled the 
lj lands that Germans 
ith the growth of 
left behind them. Later the Germans , 
the Empire , mcvAd back into these areas J 
I 
li As the Slavs had contact with the more advanced Germans , I 
their cultural and economic conditions improved alon.... ith 
an increase in their number and ealth . Then they began 
to resist the Germanization of their land and people and 
are causing difficulties in Poland and Prussia and other 
Slav and }, agyar terri tory . ( 1 ) The German languaee pre-
vailed over the Slavic and a mixed population resulted . 
(Now these spetch islands are termed "fossilizations" of 
the German colonization in the Eaat o) The areas ar e not 
l arge , but they are enough to cause s ome worry to their 
hosts , even though they have been there no for several 
centuries . 
(1 ) F. Boas Anthropology and !odern Life 
and Co . I nc . N. Y. 1928 PP • 83-4 
• '1 . Norton 
14 
Hitler is claiming today that these scattered German-
peaking groups all belong to Germany because they are all 
ure Nordics , pure German . In reality , this is quite un-
lltrue . In the first place, the idea that there is in 
I ermany one individual race , a people of unmixed blood, 
is false . A 'blond type has been identified with the Aryan 
II ace . The Aryan language is an ancestor of the Slavic , 
eu tonic , and Romance and other languages , and diverse 
racial types are nl l speaking Aryan languages . Yet there 
is an attempt tv prove the Aryans as a pure race . 
15 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
The physical geog;raphy of Germany might seem rela-
tively unimportant in this study , but that is not true . 
The relation of physiography to the distribution of popu-
lation will be evident . Germany may be arbitrarily divid-
ed into three physiographic regions , only one of which, 
the Northern Plain , is a single unit . 
The Northern Plain is not limited to the bounds of 
Germany but it extends across Northern Europe from the 
English Downs eastward into Russia . The part of the Plain 
that lies within Germany roaches from the German border of 
the Netherlands eastward through East Prussia and is 
broken only by the Polish Corridor . Its north- south exten 
is not so groat . The North Sea and the Baltic Sea form it 
northern border, and the southern edge of the Central 
Highlands . Extending south :from this plain through the 
Highlands are three valleys called the Lo~land Bays . 
These are the Westphalian or Rhine Valley, the Saxony 
Triangle and the Silesian Trough. The soil of the 
Northern Plain, except the Lo land Bays , is rather poor. 
But by the use of scientific methods , the soils have been 
transformed into s ·ome of the most productive of Europe . 
The effects of glaciation are seen in the east- west 
ridges of moraine on the Plain • . The physiographic map 
shows these rid ~es extending in arcs across the Plain . 
16 
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oat of the streams flo from troughs bet een the ridges 
into the main valley which cuts across them. Tho valleys 
bet een the ridges have been very important in establish-
ing east- est communication in Germany . 
The same glaciation has caused part of the Plain to 
be so marshy as to be uninhabitable . 
The Northern Plain is aeldol:l hi ~h enough to have any 
barrier characteristics . The lo lying and uniform relief 
is reflected by the political uniformity of the Plain . 
Prussia so expanded as to include all tho states of the 
Plain and came to lead not only the north of Germany but 
the hole country . The commercial effects of the pby sical 
uniformity are seen in the excellent roads early estab-
lished , t he canalization of the Plain from east to eat , 
and t he building of railroads long before they were built 
in other parts of Germany . 
Though lo land areas tend to be densely populated , 
the population of the Northern Plain compa~ed rith other 
re ions of Ger.many is rather sparse and irregularly dis-
tributed . The three Lo land Bays , ho ever , are areas of 
dense population. 
The second section for discussion is t hat of t he 
central highlands , which extend nlso in an east- eat belt 
from the Rhine through the Erzgeb~r e and the Sudetes . 
·-
17 
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This belt includes tho Eifel , Weaterwald , Hesse, Thuringia 
Upper Saxony, The Erzgebirae and the Sudetes . It is char-
acterized by a very complex relief, broken into small , 
irregular units. Many of the valleys cutting through the 
highlands are covered with fertiel loess blown from the 
glacial ridges of the Northern Plain. The Rhine Highlands 
of the Eifel and Westerwald are a continuation of the 
Belgian Ardennes . The mountains of Hesse are cut by 
valleys hich serve as routes between the north and south 
of Germany.. Valleys through the mountains and the 
' 
Thuringer ald valleys provide a good route f or east- eat 
transportation . 
Every valley of the Central Highlands is very densely 
populated. This dense population is not due to topography 
alone but to a combination of factors that can better be 
explained at a later time . 
Southern Germany can well be divided into three 
sections for purposes of study . The Alps and their fore-
land may be considered as one section . The Austrian Alps 
extend from Lake Constance eastward almost to the inter-
national boundary between Austria and Hung~ry . These 
mountains are high but fairly well cut for transportation 
and conmnmication, especially in the w3st . The foreland 
includes Southern Bavaria and Southern Wurttemborg . One 
might expect the physiographic unity of the foreland to 
18 
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result in political unity or racial unity , but such is not 
the case . Rather , the original divisions rere along the 
north- south valleys at cross the foreland . 
'ibetr.er the upper Danube Valley should be considered 
as part of the foreland is debatable . The river here has 
been shoved northvard because of the deposltion of the 
foreland. Extending north est into Bavaria , the Danube 
makes that state economically centered on the River Valley 
to the east . As it flows oast ard it opend out into a 
great plain of which only a small part is no in Germany . 
The second section of Southern ermany is that of the 
Swabian , Franconian Jura . These are a series of low-lying 
ridees and limestone, facing north est and dipping to the 1 
southeast . These ridges are in a basin in relation to the 
central hi 1lands on the west , the Bohemian massif on the · 
east, the Alpine foreland on t e south , the Black Forest-
Vosges massif on the west. The Neckar and Jain rivers , 
tributaries oft e Rhine, flo1 across this plateau, the 
Main cutting across tho Jura ridges . 
The third important section of southern Germany is 
that of the Upper Rhine Valley . The central part of the 
section is a north- south depression , known as the Rhine 
!Rift . 1be Rift Valley is bordered by t he Vos es lountains 
on the -..est and the Black Forest and Oden ald on the east. 
19 
Another area that should be 7iven attention in this 
discussion is the one called the Fichtelgobir e at the 
eastern end of the Central Highlands . As an orop.raphic 
and hydro raphic center , it is knom as the Fichtel focus . 
The Erzgebirge , the Doehmerwald , and the Thuringer ald , 
spread out ard from this point to the northeast , southeast 
and north est respectively . The Saale , Naab , Eger , and 
1 ain rivera have their sources in the Fichtel . These 
rivers cut the highlands into small units ith easy com-
munications between them.(l ) 
The relation of distribution of population in the 
various regions of Germany to the physio raphy is easily 
seen . The greatest density is in the Rhine Valley, partie 
ularly the valley of the lower Rhine . The second place 
of importance is in the Saxony Trian le . This concentra-
tion extends by way of the Elbe valley and other smaller 
valleys throu h the ErzBebirge and Sudetes to the other 
side of the hills . 
Other centers of importance are the main valleys of 
the country . In the Main and Neckar valley , the popula-
tion density seema to increase from the source to the 
mouth of the rivers . But the upper part of the Oder and 
eser valleys are the most densely populated . 
(1 ) L. v. Lyde The Continent of Europe 
Lmtd . London 1913 pp . 292- 298 
ac illan & co . 
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Sam re s re aa notable for their ap rse population 
ns the r!v r v lloya are ro their den ity . Tho lorthorn 
Plain a n whole 1s rat er t hinly populated, tho 1 there 
ar certain isolated cities h1ch are important o ntors o1: 
concentration. Th so a1t1ca hava a direct relation to tle 
p l a.1o rnphy . Bremen, Hrunburc , Stettin , Danzig, Konigs ert 
are all oo stal cit1e and owo much of their importance to 
this fact . Colo e , •sson , Hannover , o.gdc'burh, .allo, 
1pz1·-, Dresden , and B sl u are located on river at the 
edg of the highl nda . These cities are 1mportw t in th 
co · un1ca tiona bet eon north and south Germany ao ell a a 
I 
!n ~portant 1ndu tr1Dl or a 1cultural oent rs . B rl1n 
s notably m1oa1nr from both of the e g~oup of citlo • It 
only important oi ty th t l oo bet eon then on the 
1n. As the no d for oo unicntion bet eon the t o oup 
citi a arose ., Berlin dev loped. Th :rive s of the Pl in 
in a. -encn~al direction of south to north. o over , at 
the southet*ll border of the mora1n1c rid . es , they b rd 
o east west . Th1 kes pos 1ble the cana~ conatr ot1o 
has been ao important 1n Berlin's developnont. rl1n 
bet een th Elbe and 10 Odor rivers ; on the Spree 
a tributary of the Elba . Canals have been b 1t 
o connect 1t 1th the Oder , nd th Spree ha be n dred ed 
oa.nalized whore n ces acy . No nerl1n as a 
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water route to the North Sea , to the Baltic , and to the 
Saxon hinterland. 
Another area hich is striking because of ita 
scattered and scant population is the southern part of 
the country. Upper Wurttemberg , and Bavaria and nearly 
all of the Ostmark are thinly populated . The centers of 
population are located at points strategic for commerce 
and transportation . ainz and l annheim are located here 
the ain and Neckar rivers join the Rhine . Stuttgart is 
at the headwaters of the Neckar , and is at the gate across 
the Jura . Nurnberg is at the head a.ters of the ain, also 
a gateway across the Jura . unich is strategically 
situated at the northern end of the Brenner Pass hich 
leads to northern Italy . The routes from Nurnberg, 
Sf;uttgart and even from Vienna converge here before going 
into Italy . Then, east of ]unich is the Danube Gap which 
opens the southeast Europe to the northwest . 
Vienna is a city of very great size , particularly 
striking because of the sparse population in the rest of 
the Ostmark . It is only natural tlmt it is large as it 
was the capital of the former Austrian-Hungarian Empire . 
As a capital it attracted many peoply for political 
reasons only . Then industries developed and brou~~t more 
people in their ake . 
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It is quite obvious that the population density of 
the country is related to itn physiography. And yet it is 
not necessarily controlled by it . The general rule of 
sparsity ~. n hi lands and density in lowlands holds true 
in most cases . The greatost concentrations are notably 
in river valleys . But physiographic reasons alone are 
not enough to explain the distribution of the population. 
There are other reasons that ill be discussed later . 
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AGRICULTURE 
Nearly al ays the statistics that are available on 
the population of a country are given either according to 
the populat1on of the separate states of that country, or 
according to the cenaus of rural and urban population or 
by occupation . According to the census of 1933, 32 , 39 , 00 
inhabitants of Germany ere engaged in gainful occupations 
distributed thus : 
Agriculture and forestry 
Industry 
Connnerce 
Professions 
Domestic service 
9 , 343, 000 
13, 053 , 000 
5 , 932 , 000 
2 , 699,000 
1 , 269 , 000 
28 . 9 pe r cent 
40 . 4 
" 
18 . 4 " 
0 . 4 " 
3 . 9 n (1) 
Let us first consider a riculture , the occupation of 
those rur~l inhabitants of Germany . For a country the 
size of Germany , and ith the dense population she has , he 
a griculture is remarkable . In an attempt to become self-
sufficient , the most careful methods have been used . Here 
as in all other fields , science has been applied . Germany 
"seeks to obtain high yields by expenditure of much labor 
a nd capital on a small area in comparison with the number 
of inhab1tants . "(2 ) Her scientific attitude involves the 
use of agricultural machinery , the practice of seed aelec-
(1) • Epstein op . cit . 
(2 ) Heinrich Niehaus "Conditions and Regions in Germany" 
Geo~raphic Revie Vol . 23 Jan . 1933 p . 25 
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tion and crop rotation . The caroful investigation of 
fertilizer has led to the important use of potash and syn-
thetic nitrates . Further , with the increase in the amount 
of an1malR raised , there is an increase in the amount of 
natural fertilizer available . Of the recent territorial 
additions to Germany , Austria ' s agriculture has been 
rather unstable . Since her exclusion from the economic 
unit of the Danube Basin , she was not very ell able to 
support herself agriculturally . At present the attempt is 
being made to make her an economic part of Germany , which 
seems to be possible only under artificial conditions . 
The Sudentenland is an area mostly in industry , ith not 
even self- supporting agriculture . (l) 
The soils of Germany vary considerably from place to 
place and range from very fertile loess to dry leached 
sand . The loess soils are on some of the hilly lands and 
also on the northern plain at the border of the central 
highlands and in large river valleys . These areas are 
intensely cultivated with a variety of crops . In the 
drier regions of the country are the brown and black soils 
made up of loess in part . Tl1e1r natural fertility plus 
careful cultivation yield very large and valuable crops . 
In the highlands of the central and southern part of the 
country , the soils are less good . The steep slopes alone 
{1) H. Niehaus op . cit . P • 25 
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are enough to prevent a very thick soil from acctwulating . 
Full of pebbles and boulders , the soil is cold and damp 
and clayey . (1) 
On the northern plain are the sandy "forest" soils , 
moist and leached . The meadows are often poorly drained , 
and the alluvial river valleys need artificial draining . 
If this is not done , the grasses tend to be rank and sour 
and therefore useless . Other soils that are found all 
over the country range from loamy clay, to sandy loam to 
loamy sand . A map sho1ing the distribution of all of thea 
soils will be found on the accompanying page . (2) 
Not only the soil but also the climate of an area is 
important in determining the type of agriculture that 
prevails . According to Kendrew , Germany is a transitional 
e limatic zone between west Europe and continental Russia . ( ) 
It has in part the marine est coast type of climate . Un-
der the influence of westerly winds , the oceanic influence 
penetrates fairly far inland . It extends much further tha. 
on the northwest coast of the United States , for exampl , 
as there are no mountain barriers to Pl"event it . The fur-
ther im'lard the 1inds go , the less ia their effect . I:t 
this area of Germany , a narro I strip along the coast , ther 
(1) H. Niehaus op . clt . p . 25 
( 2 ) Idem. 
(3 ) W:O. Kendrew Climate of the Continents , 3rd ed . 
Oxford Univ . Press Oxford , 1937 p . 218 
are mild winters , and noderate summers, though there is no 
the winter maximum of regions more typically marine .(l) 
As one moves inland , the continental type of climate is 
more characteristic . The winters are colder and the sum-
mere are hotter . In east Germany there are three months 
that have a mean temperature bolo 32 degrees . All the 
rivers of the country are frozen in part of their courses 
during the winter . The Rhine is icebound for 21 days at 
I 
Cologne; the Oder averages 80 days of ice ; the emel at 
Tilait has 37 days of ice ; the lower Danube is blocked for 
37 days . The North Sea coast is never frozen , but ice 
breakers are needed to keep Hamburg open , and the Baltic 
harbors are icebound most of the winter.( 2) 
The average rainfall per year in Germa.ny is 28 inches 
greater than that in some places , less in others . Along 
the North Sea coast and in the foothills and lo mountains 
the rainfall is higher and in the hilly and rolling areas 
and on the plains it is less .(3 ) In Eastern Germany , the 
rainfall is less than 24 inches . Here i'ie have the typical 
continental climate of the temperate zone , with greater 
xtremea of ~emperature , low rain~all with a summer maxi-
mum, a shorter growing s·eason for the crops . 
(1) w. A. Bengeton ~nd 1 Van Royen Fundamentals of 
Economic Geographz Prentice- Hall Inc . N. y . 1936 
P • 566 
~endre r~ 
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The climate in the mountains varies considerably 
depending on altitude . Generally speaking the valleys 
tend to be warm and dry and the heights are very et and 
cool . There can be a variation of as much as 20 inches 
between mountain top and deep valley . Some of the deep-
sunk protected valleys of southwest Germany are warmer 
than the country as a. whole and support many vineyards 
which support the German wines . 
One might say of the cli:ate as a whole that it is a.l 
good for agriculture , varying from region to region . Each 
type is fairly stable v,hich is a necessary characteristic 
for good farming . Diversified farming is the rule on the 
majority of farms , though now they do have considerable 
one crop farming in certain regions . 
Another important thing about the climate is that it 
is the type that favors the maximum of output of human 
energy . According to Ells orth Huntington, Germany falls 
ithin the European area of maximum output of energy . {l) 
Of the various crops grown in Germany , potatoes are 
probably the most important . Requiring light acid soils 
with a moist summer , they flourish in the cool climate on 
the sandy soils of the Northern Plain. Thou~~ this is the 
most important area for their production, Saxony and 
(1) Ellsworth Huntington Civilization and Climate 
Yale University Press . Ne Haven, 1915 p . 292 
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Silesia have some importance also . (l) According to 
J . Russell Smith in The World ' s Food Resources , the grow-
ing of potatoes has "raised Germany from a third rate 
power to a. world menace . " ( 2 ) This seems like rather a 
strong statement . Yet when ono considers the many uses of 
the potato , the statement becomes und~rstandable . It is 
used as human food , animal feed , potato flour , and is often 
distilled for alcohol , Germany as sustained during the 
war by potatoes , It is three or. four times as important 
for her as is wheat or rye . It has a very high yield per 
acre o.nd for this reason is good for Germany to grow be-
cause of the scarcity of land . (3) The importance of 
potato remains vithin the bounds of the country as the 
bulk and weight is large in proportion to its value and 
perishability . Therefore it does not feature in inter-
national trade . 
·The sugar beet is also a very important crop in 
Germany. According to Bogardus, she leads the world in · 
the production of beet sugar . (4) This is a good crop for 
Germany to grow for several reasons . In the first place 
{1) 
(2) 
{ 3) 
(4) 
E. s . Bogardus Europe , A Geographical Survey, Harpers 
& Bros . N. Y. 1934 
J . R. Smith The World ' s Food Resources , Henry Holt & 
Co . N. Y. 19l9 P• l38 
Ibid. P • 146 
E. s . Bogardus op , cit . p . 386 
-- "-
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it requires much hand labor . In this way employment for 
many people is provided. Furthermore , where sugar is a 
luxury, it is a good basis for taxing and thus brings in 
revenue for the government .(l) The value per acre of 
sugar beets is very high, not only because of the amount 
of sugar produced , but also because of the number of 
valuable by- products . The roots and tops are -ood cattle 
feed as is also the pulp after the sugar has been ta~en 
out .(2 ) It is a common practice in Germany for the owners 
of the sugar factories to buy the beets from the farmers 
at a low price with the understandine that the pulp from 
the beets uill be returned to the farmer . 
Sugar beets require good soil and therefore much of 
the areas of loess are given over to the cultivation of 
sugar beets . Nor is this good soil depleted by the culti-
vation of beets. Contrarily , they leave the soil in very 
good condition . (3) adgeburg is center of the industry . 
The upper valleys of the Elbe and the Oder rivers as well 
as a section in the northwest corner of the Plain are 
good producers . Also , some of the fertile valleys of 
Austria are good suppliers of beets to that section of 
Germany . ( 4 ) 
(1) E. w. Zimmerman World Reso ces and Industries 
Harper & Bros . N. Y. 1933 p . 260 
(2 ) J . R. Smith The World ' s Food Resources Henry Holt & 
Co . N. Y. 1919 P• 459. 
w. Zimmerman op . cit . 
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Of the various grains that are grown in Ger:ma.ny , whea 
is probably the most i mportant . lheat needs a good soil 
and a arm climate and therefor e flourishes in the more 
food , is one of about uniform production over Germany, 
though it is p rticularly important in Saxony and in 
central '"lestphalia . 
Increasing attention is being gi ven to the raising 
of livestock in Germany . This is , in fact , a character-
istic of all the industrial nations . The products of 
livestock, meat , eg~s and butter can not stand transporta- l 
tion nearly as ell as can some of the other a gricultural 
(1 ) 
( 2) 
( 3 ) 
E. s . Bogardus op . cit . p . 386 
s . Valkenburg and E. Huntington Europe John Wiley & 
Sons N. Y. P. 489 
L. 0 . Packard & c. P . Sinnett Nations as Neighbors 
ac illan & Co . N. Y. 1919 p ~ 328 
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products such as heat . Therefore , it is imperative that 
these things be produced as ncar the area of consumption 
as possible . 17 per cent of the area of Germany is in 
permanent meadow and pasture , and 36 per cent of that is 
hay . (l) These asslands produce hay and grain which are 
the basis of the livestock industry. Not only do the 
an~als produce food , but they also furnish an important 
part of the fertilizer used . Cattle raisin~ is more of 
dairy type than the meat produci~ type . The cool areas 
and moist soils of the Northern Plain are good enough for 
cattle . The dairying is very intensive . Cows are kept in 
the barn all the time rather than put in pasture . The 
grass and other food is brought in . Dairying is a more 
intensive form of the livestock industry than is the 
raising of meat cattle and consequently is more prevalent . 
Swine , on the other hand , are raised as a meat food . 
They are raised on the Northern Plain, in direct associa-
tion ith the dairy farms , as milk is one of the better 
things to feed them. Furthermore , potatoes constitute a 
major portion of the hog diet and they are grown best in 
the Northern Plain. A second area given to raising srine 
is southwest corner of the country . Potatoes are raised 
here as feed but barley is fed them more than potatoes . 
(1) E. s . Bogardus op . cit . P • 387 
I' 
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Then, too , they are a.llo"ed to roam and hunt food for 
selves in tho open forests of the countryside .( l) 
The practice of transhumance in the Alpine section of 
Germany m~~t not be overlooked in a consideration of the 
livestock industry . From the first to the middle of June , 
the peasants leave their homes in tho valley botto a and 
start up the mountain slopes with their herds . The fresh 
green pasture supplies abundant food for the cattle that 
have already cropped the valley bottoms . s the summer 
pro ress a , tho peasants move further up the mountainsi e 
till the later part of August , when they reach their limit ! 
and turn back. naturally , goat herders ill go consider-
ably 1igher than ill cattle herders as the goats can 
mana e the steeper slopes here the cattle can no longer 
keep a footint:; . Thoueh it does not provide enour;h for 
exporting , the livestock industry here is very important 
in supporting the local population as ell as in feeding 
tourists that migrate there especially in the summer . 
Follo ing is an attempt at the division of Ge any 
into agricultural unit • Thou 1 these divisions are 
arbitrary , there is some basis for ti~ir selection, namely 
crops , soil , and climate. T o sources of this have been 
freely used and must be acknowledged . In Valkenburg and 
(1) J . Russell Smith The orld 1 s Food Resources p . 301 
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Huntington's Europe there is a very good discussion of the 
agriculture of Germany. The authors have divided the 
country into zones . In the Geographic Revie , Vol . 23 , 
January, 1~33 there 1s a. very pertinent article on "Agri-
cultural. Conditions and Ree;ions in Germany" by Heinrich 
1Uehaus . In this article the major divisions are on the 
basis of climate , and the minor ones are on topo raphy 
and crop distribution. 
zonE r. 
This is an area of moist cool climate and of poor 
soils, sandy and pobbley , leached of much of t heir ~ineral 
content . 
A. The dairy zone along the North Sea arshes and 
the Baltic ground moraine is very important . The dairying 
is concentrated near the large coastal cities and Bremen 
and Hamburg are important cities for the importin of 
barley and corn for feed .(l ) Ho ever , much of the animal 
feed is produced right there in that section . Along the 
North Sea coast, there is ood alluvial soil, unleached . 
Here oats, inter barley and even 1heat are grown . Pas-
tures are spread out from these nost concentrated regions 
for t he razing of beef cattle . Parallel to t 1e dairy 
industry is that of hog breedin and fattening . Futher-
(1) H. Niehaus on . cit . PP • 23- 47 
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more, a certain amount of truck gardening is carried on 
outskirts of the cities of the area . 
B. Closely related to the dairying zone is that of 
potato production, A little f'urther away from the coast 
than the dairying areas is the lowland area of sandy soils 
in the glaciated central valleys of the Northern Plain. 
Hog raising is an important feature of this area also , due 
to the potatoes grown for feed . 
c. The rainiest part of all Germany is in the foot-
hills and low mountains all over the country . This third 
division of the moist cool areas is also important for its 
dairy products . However , more of the milk is turned into 
butter and cheese for distant markets . Hay and pasture 
dominate the countryside , supporting the livestock. Land 
that is not suitable for anything el se is covered with el -
groomed forests. The main crops a r e oats, rye and barley 
and these constitute the chief crops of southern and sou 
eastern Germany . Some of the farmers of these regions , 
particularly those of the mountain areas can not support 
themselves entirely by agriculture and depend on auxiliary 
earnings such as woodcarving . 
ZONE II. 
This is an area of drier and 1armer climate with 
better soils , usually , than ZONE I . 
A. Important centers for this type are the warm dry 
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valleys cut in the hilly sections of Germany . The upper 
Rhine and associated valleys such as the osello and the 
Neckar and ain valleys ro mixed crops and fruit . The 
climate here is nearer ·the editorranea.n type , with long 
hot summers and fairly mild inters . Tobncco , peaches , 
apricots , and almonds flourish in these valleys . The 
vineyards are the most characteristic feature of all , 
rising up the terraced slopes of the hills , ripening ell 
in the hot sun and .fertile soil . 
B. The plain and rolling country of central Germany 
is the second division of this zone . 1~is central belt 
is divided into three sections . 
1 . The lo er Rhine Valley and unsterland 
supply the many cities nearby with dairy products , as ell 
as ith the other foods needed by tho population . 
2 . The central sec~lon north of the Harz , 
western Saxony, and part of the Thuringian basin . This 
area is the most fertile of all , being rich in loess and 
other fertile soils . It is the center of the sugar beet 
industry , ith the city of aedeburg as its leader . Along 
1th the sugar beot growing is the raising of cat tle , as 
the pulp of the beet and its roots and top are good cattle 
feed . 
3 . The Silesian foreland of the Sudete mountain 
as well as the upper Elbe valley bet ee~ the Erz"eblrge 
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and the Sudete mountains are important areas for the pro-
duction of beets and /\'heat , the soil bein very fertile . 
c. The broad plains of eastern Germany are the third 
area of the dry and armor (in s or) type . There is 
rich acial soil and little rain to leach it . The conti-
nental glacier left a variety of soils and a1runps and 
lakes in ita ake . The a anps have been well drained to 
give good land , and the loam 1n the glacial drift is a 
very fertile soil for the gro th of heat . Where the soil 
is not so rich, rye and potatoes flourish . 
The agricultural population of Germany is very large 
for a country ita size , but that is only because the popu-
lation as a hole is large . Only the highly industrial -
ized countries have the urban population great r t n the 
rural . As they become more industrialized they b come 
more dependent on outside sources for their agricultural 
products . At least , that is the ca.:Je usually, ao in 
•n land. But in Ger.many , there has been an increase in 
gricultural production along itl the rise of ind trial-
is • The rise of great cities lms not been completely at 
the expense of the rural pop~ation . This population in-
crease was evidenced in the rural population as well as in 
the urban . 
~1e distribution of the a. !cultural population does 
not seem to sho a direct relation to the various a lcul-
57 
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tural zones as above described. It is, rather, the size 
of farm operations that influence this distribution. 
Germany has an unusual number of small farms. There are 
in all about five million farms in the whole country, 
three-fifths of which are less than five acres in size . 
-
Let us compare Germany and the East North Central 
United States in size of farm operation.~ There are 65 
million acres of crop land in both sections . The essen-
tial agriculture of Germany is in farms f rom 12~ to 50 
acres in size . In the North Central section of the United 
States the farms are from 50 to 260 acres. As regards the 
very large farms, i .e. tboae over 500 acres, there are 
more in Germany than here . But of the farma that are from 
260 to 500 acres there are five times as many in the East 
North Central area than in Germany .( l) There seems to be 
more scientific basis for the size of the farm in this 
country than in Germany . Here the size is sui ted to the 
type of agriculture that prevails . In Germany that is 
only partially true. The distribution of farm size is 
due largely to the political history of Germany . 
(1) H. Niehaus op.cit . PP • 23- 4 
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Tho system of 1 nd d estate in the northern pl ins 
held over any years . Her va t . amount of land re 
owned by one man and rented out to farmers ho ould ork 
the land. This type of f rming as characteristic of 
stern Germany and East Prussia . I n the south of Germany 
aoh farmer o ned his own littl plot of land and farmed 
This contrast betw en the north and the south 
rn systems of land holdin~: is still evident today in the 
size off s in the tro districts . On an acco panyin 
pa e are t o ps , one of the density of ricultural pop-
ulation in Ge ny and one of the size of agricultural 
estates . The density of the popul tion is in direct rela-
tion to the ize of the fa a . The fa s of' sout l est 
Oe any r very s all , vera ing from ~o to fiv 
which in our m asurements is about five to t lve cr • 
In this snme section of Germany the a ricul tural popul 
is d nser than in any other p rt of the country. The fa 
ar am ller on the 
population is den 
eat of G rroany here the a ricultur 1 
r . This ay be due in part to the 
general concentration of popul tion l1ere for industrial 
purposes . The farms are there partly to feed th city 
p opl • Ho ev r , as one moves north and east , the esto.t s 
gro lo.r er and population more scattered. An exception t · 
this is the uppe:rnost part of Silesia . Here tho estates 
are smaller t and 
3 
r 
the population is thicker. 
There is some correlation bet een the a gricultural 
zones and the population density, but it is distinctly 
secondary, the above correlation having first place. Zone 
I, t hat of moist cool climate and of poor ooils is ener-
ally less thickly sett led t han Zone II , the zone of vmiTter 
and drier regions . Under Zone I, the dairying and potato 
raisine area of t he northern and eastern part of Germany 
are considerably leas peopled than the warm valleys and 
fertile lowlands of Zone II. Except for the broad eastern 
ection of Zone II , the agricultural population falls neat 
ly into these t o divisions . The minor divisions of the 
agricultural zones do not sho nuch relation to the d a-
tribution of the agricultural population. There are more 
clearly correlated with ~e general distribution of the 
population. It must be , then , the a ricultural population 
b ars an important relation to the cities . For example , 
the central belt of Zone II is divided into three agricul-
tural sections . These are comparable to the Rl~ne funnel , 
the Silesian trough, and the central German centers of 
population . 
The complexity of these correlations bears out the 
fact of t he important interrelationships of the many goo-
raphic factors influenchin the population distribution . 
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It is practically impossible to consider one factor with-
out bringine in several others . 
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'MI L~ AND PO ULATION 
The distribution of Germany ' mineral resource will 
be seen to be the most vital single factor in ccounting 
for t e g agraphic distribution of her population. Tho 
it it specially since the rise of industrialism that the 
distribution of population has b en influenced by the lo-
cation of mineral depo its , vidence of such influences 
can be seen long before 1800 1n G rman~ . In the early 
middle ages the Harz ountain region was an ~portant 
mineral center, silver prob bly being the moat important 
sin e ore . en the Erz birg mines ere opened in 
aouthea t Germany , the miners migrat d th re and settled 
pe nently, helping to found Saxony. Later descendents 
moved on into the Carpathians . Evidence of this migration 
is in t he "islands of Germans in the sea of Rmnanians , 
and Hun arians and Sl avs" in southeas t Europe . In more 
recent times, the mining tradition of southern Germany s 
been carried on by the coal and iron ork of axony, 
Silesia and Bohemia . But Germany ' s sudden rise ind tri-
ally is probably du in gr at part to the resources of t h 
ID1ine river basin . The ria to industry enriched and then 
caused th increase of the population. The chief basis 
for t h is riso as in the Ruhr coal and Lorraine and 
Luxembourg 1 on ore, two minerals which are the foundation 
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of an industrial country. (l) ithout coal and iron, no 
country can become a first or even second- rate power . 
Klimm, Starkey and Ball emphasize the 1mportance of 
coal thusly: 
" ithin the past t o and one- half centuries th eco-
nomic life of the 10rld has been transformed by power , and 
I 
the bulk of that po er ha been derived from coal . Soon 
after the invention of the steam engine by James att in 
1 1769, coal became more ~portant than the older sources of 
industrial po er--the muscles of men and an~als and the 
force of ind or falling ater-- and deposit of coal began 
to exercise their influence on the nature and location of 
industry and on the distribution of population. The use 
of the power from coal caused the factory system to ow 
rapidly in the fflstern lorld and to begin its extension 
toward the Eastern; it made ocean shipping speedier , safer 
and more economical , and allo ed man , at last , to trans-
port bulky oods cheaply and s iftly over land routes by 
means of the railroad . Today , coal is still the largest 
I 
sin le source of mechanical po er, but the relative impor-
tance of oil and h roel~ctrical po er is o ing rapidly 
and they are already displacin lar e quantities of this 
(1) If . D. Jones and D. s . rhittlesey "Natural Environ-
ment as Related to Economic Life" An Introduction 
to Economic Gcocraph~, Vol . I , Univ . of Chicago Pre s 
Chicago, 1925 pp . 63 
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.fuel."(l) 
Germany ' s coal is found in thre important area , the 
Westphalia district , the 3aar basin , and the Silesian 
field . The testphalian coal fields extend over the border 
into the Netherlands , Belgium, nd France and are very 
valuable there . Their most important occurrence in Ger n 
is in the Ruhr valley. This field may not appear to be as ! 
large as some o.f the Belgian fields , but it really is, for 
there are many mor seams and a greater tonna e in th 
Rubr . Th se coals , excellent for coking , are the basis 
for the eatest manufacturing center o.f Germany . In 
a dition to ito cokin quality , also its high percentage 
of volatile matter is productive o.f various gases used in 
the chemical 1ndustry.(2) 
The Saar basin, return d to Germany a.fter th plebi-
scite of 1935 , is valuable , not only because of the q li-
t y of its coal , but because of the proximity o.f its co 1 t 
the iron ore ::1 of Lorraine . Erosion has removed the upper 
strata in this area o that the coal m asures are ell ex-
posed in the south est portion.(3 ) The Saar coal is not 
so good as the coal of the 1e t phalian basin, but its 
(1) 
(2 ) 
(3) 
L. E. Klimm, 0 . P. Starkey, N. F . Hall , o2 2 cit . p . 242 
E. R. Lilley The Economi c Geolo~ o.f lineral Deposits 
Henry Holt , N. Y., 1936 PP • 2 -72 
1. L. oore ~. J ohn ~iley & Sons , N. Y. 1 1922 
P • 421 
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prcduction has increased since the return of the Saar to 
Germany. 
The Silesian coal fields are second to the Ruhr fields 
in importance in the continental reserves, but they are not 
1
all owned and operated by one country. Divided by the 
Treaty of Versailles, Germany, Poland, and Czechoslovakia 
leach got a portion . The unich Pact, in 1938, left Czech-
oslovakia ith only a small share of these coal deposits. 
Poland has in her excellent cokin~ coal the richest and 
!:most fully-developed reserves of the Silesian field. How-
ever, Germany is rapidly developing the poorer section 
allotted to her . 
Lignite deposit are scattered in Central Prussia, on 
the lo er Rhine, in east German Silesia, and in Saxony and 
Thuringia. Many other countries of the world have lignite 
deposits . But in her characteristic manner of using every-
1thing sh has to its utmost, Germany leads the orld in 
llignite p oduction. Furthermore she is far in advance of 
~other countries in the development of its uses. 
Germany is very careful in the u&e of her coal. She 
realizes the value of utilizin every small bit . Only 40 
lper cent of the coal mined 1 old as ra coal. Briquets , 
made by po daring t he coal and then caking it, are sold 
mostly for household fuel. Coke , tar, and gas are the ra 
!lmateri~&ls for the important chemical industry in German • 
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Sometimes coal is liquified to produce oil and r as . (1) 
The main use of t e coal , ho ever, is in th smeltin 
of iron ore . Coal alone is very important in the industri-
al development of a country , b t iron is nearly as impor-
tant . On the whole , Germany ' s iron deposits are small . 
Deprived of the Lorraine ores at the nd of the ar , she i 
no able to produce only a fraction of the iron ore neces-
sary for her iron and steel industry. But despite this 
loss , she still ranks fourth among the European countries 
in reserves . There are several areas outst nding for their 
iron production . The most important of these is from 
Sigerland and Lahn-Dill region just east of the Rhine . 
There is ome also in the eser district and in sections 
of Bavaria and irttemberg , thou the latter are too far 
from the coal mines to be as valuable as they other ise 
i t be . In the Ostmark there is an important reserve in 
Erzberg, above Eiaenerz in Styria , and in the Kl dno 
!strict and the Erzgebirge of ohemia there are important 
eposits . None of the ores are of particularly hi h iron 
content , most of them being round 30 per cent . But the 
re is comparatively fl~ee from impurities (2) hich makes 
the s elting a relatively cheap and easy ~recess . Less 
than 25 per cent of the iron used in manufacturing comes 
(1) E. s . Bogardus op . cit . p . 390 
(2) E. R. Lilley op . cit . P • 395 
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from native ore, and about half of it is imported.(l) The 
remainder is from scrap material . Ho ever, she produces 
16.8 per cent of the orld's pig iron and ferroalloy steels 
a large percentage for one country. 
Germany does not have the proper balance bet een iron 
and coal that is most desirable for the iron and steel in-
duatry. Before the ~ar when she had the Lorraine ores, the 
conditions for her production of.pig iron ere ideal. Now, 
she has a disproportionate amount of coal for her iron 
while France has a disproportionate amount of iron for her 
coal. 
The most favorable thing about Germany 's iron ore is 
its location in relation to the coal supply. Since one and 
one-half tons of coal are necessary for the smelting of 
every ton of iron ore, the iron is carried to the coal 
area. The distance of transport for the Siegerland Lahn-
Dill field, by far the greatest deposit, is only a matter 
of fifty or sixty miles, as contrasted with the c;reat dis-
tance between the Lake Superior iron deposits an,d the coal 
of eastern United States. Competition between the Ruhr 
steel industry and the Belgian and Frentih steel industry is 
rather severe. For the Luxetnbour and Lorraine deposits 
are better located in relation to coal fields, and the iron 
(1) U. s. Bureau of Mines Mineral Raw Materials, McGraw 
Hill Book Co., Inc., N. Y., 1937 p . 92 
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content of their ores is higher. 
Before the ar, Germany had a virtual monopoly of th 
potash deposita of the orld. T e Stassfurt mines produced 
the greatest amount. Second in production ere the mines 
in Alsace. But hen theae deposits ere given to th 
French by Versailles, France increa ed their production, 
and e tablished considerable competition with the German 
ines. Thou the R ich no longer has monopoly on pot sh 
ho still ha an ~portant income from the various Stassfur 
salts and the industry based on them. Salta are used in 
yeing , photo raphy, electropl ting, certain mettallurgioal 
rocesa a, and in the making of var ous soaps, glasscG , 
namels and explosives. Tho most important use of the salt 
is in the manufactur of fertiliz r which cons es ten 
tii:les as much as the other uses. (1) 
Thor are fiv di trict noted for their salt prod c-
ion . They are: 1) The northwest German plain around 
annover. 2) The St sfurt basin between the Harz .oun-
ains and the Fl ohtung Uplift. 3) The sout ern Harz basin 
etween the Harz ountains and the Thurin rwald . 4) Th 
alle- ansfeld district. 5) The ~erra-Fulda basin outh of 
he Thuringer ld. 
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The zinc deposits l~ve been very important in 0 rmany 
n the past . any of the ore deposits and mines, the zinc 
(1} E. R. Lilley op.cit. P• 665 
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-oxide works, the smelters, the lead and silver plants and 
some of the rolling mills, all in German Upper Silesia, 
were given to Poland by the treaty of Versailles. What 
remains to Germany is being greatly developed and is one of 
the main industries that account for the dense population 
of Silesia. Before the War, Germany as the leading pro-
ducer of zinc but it is now exceeded by the United States, 
Bel ium and Canada in smelter produotion. (l} Closely 
associated ith the zinc mines in Silesia is lead mining. 
Lead and zinc tend to occur together geologically. The 
post-war distribution of the zinc industry was paralleled 
by a similar distribution of the lead industry. 
Petroleum ie a mineral of great importance to an indus~ 
trial nation, but Germany has only a small amount. That 
little is found in close association with the salt domes 
and folds in Hannover . It is important to note that she 
is the only country of western Europe that produces any 
oil. Scotland has a potential source of petroleum in her 
oil shales. 
Other mineral resources of Germany are distinctly 
secondary in importance. Copper is mined in the ansfeld 
district but can be mined only because the gove ent 
subsidizes t he mining. Bauxite is produced in Upper Hesse 
but not in large enough quantities for the aluminum indus-
(1) u. s. Bureau of Mines op . eit. pp . 223-5 
- ------· 
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Reich. Germany has much barite , fluorspar, and 
no one of which is particularly vital to an 
ndustrial nation. Y t all three are important to Germany 
they are used by a certain number of her industries 
are responsible for the location of a fractional part 
the population near their source of supply. 
The distribution of these various mineral resources is 
ought out on an accompanying map. It is seen that there 
deminite belt of mineral deposits that extends east 
through central Germany, beg~nning ith the Sudetens 
the Erzgebirge and ending at the German Belgian border. 
s belt is merely a small section of a large belt of 
erals that extends from the coal regions of Wales east-
across Europe, far into Russia, broken only by the 
ish Channel. 
A definite correlation bet een the distribution of 
erals and tl1e distribution of population is visible. 
ending from the lower Rhine district eastward throu~h 
land just north of the Central Highlands and on thl·ough 
Saxony triangle and Sil·esia, the belt of population 
nearly the same as the mineral belt. It is 
terosting to note that the densest area 1 where mining 
s originally important, i.e. along the northern side of 
Erzgebirge. The second densest area is where the most 
ortant industrial mineral, namely coal, is located. 
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That is in the Ruhr valley and its immediate environa . 
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INDUSTRY AND POPULATION 
The importance of these mineral deposits in locating 
the population is not great if the number engaged in mining 
only is considered. Working a mine does not requir a 
large number of people . It is the tremendous industries 
dependent on the products of these mines that employ the 
thousands of people . According to the Statesman ' s Yearbook 
over 13 million people~ or 40% of the total gainfully em-
ployed are engaged in industry . (!) 
The rapid growth of industry in Germany has already 
been bl'Ough t out . Thou she vas one of the last countries 
to industrialize she has been one of the most successful . 
It is believed that the large indemnity paid to Germany by 
France at the end of the Franco- Prussian war "started the 
ball of industrial progress rolling. 11 {2 ) As in a r;tculture 
so too in industry , Germany applied science in every possi-
ble way . The fact that she was late in industrialization 
may have been an advantage, for she was able to profit by 
all the mistakes of other countries , and furthermore she 
had machinery of a more modern type . (3) 
Another reason for Germany ' s rapid industrial gro th 
was the excellent coal supplies provided for her by the 
Ruhr, t e Saar, and the Silesian fields . Other min rals , 
{1} See table on pa e 24 . 
(2) F . c. Palm and F . E. Graham Europe since Napoleon 
Ginn & Co., Boston, 1934 p . 341 
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too, helped to start tl1ings moving . The great iron depo it 
of the Lorraine belonged to Germany until the ¥ar and ith- 1 
out them she could never have become so great . Thou she 1 
does not own these deposits no , they were helpful in serv-
ing as an origina+ stimulus and she can import her ore from 
there and other places now. The lead and z inc ores of 
Silesia established a large industrial center there . The 
copp r of the ansfel district as less influential, but 
not entirely ithout its effect . The great salt beds of 
central and western Germany have b en the main stimulus to 
the ~portant chemic 1 industry . ood , coal tar products , 
beets and hides are oth r raw terials favoring the gro th 
of industry . 
The attitude of the government to ard industry was a 
paternal one , doing all it could to promote th growth of 
manufacturing . By 1879 a high tariff as set on agricultur 
1 and industrial products . Furthermore the overnment 
!subsidized the merchant marin and developed the railroads I 
and ater ays all over Ger ny . It promoted technical edt -
cation and encourn ·ed scientific industry. The extre e 
centralization and efficiency of the overnment at that 
as a salient factor in Germany ' s industrial progres 
The industrial census of 1925 stated that there were 
,843,913 nufacturing est blishments . This number is not 
(1) R. H. Whitbeck and v. c. Finch Economic Geography 
cGra Hill Book Co ., Inc ., N. Y. 1924 ~ · 387 
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ery much greater than it a in 1907 , but the number of 
oople employed by these establishments had increa ed by 
G. 7 per cent in spite of the t incre se of mechanical 
The iron and steel industry is th outstanding one of 
pro ressive nation . Germany's is based on the coking 
the Rubr valley especially. In th early days of 
iron and steel industry , the most favorable factor as 
proximity of the Lorraine oroa . After 1870 hen 
ot Lorraine , there as a great increase in her 
of iron and steel . At about this same time , th Tho 
Gilcl~ist basic process of steel making was invent d 
this permitted th use of much ore that had formerly 
useless because of its hi phosphorous content . 
om 1890 to 1910, Ge any took the load in Europe in iron 
production. Thou much (75 per cent) of the 
owned by Germany as given over to Franc by 
a , tl e Reich i till holdin her own in the pro-
uction of iron . The former German owner of the Lorraine 
res also owned the coal and cokin .Plant in the Ruhr dia-
ith this till in the-ir possession they ere able 
o rebuild the irr.,, i:>.dustry using scrap iron and imported 
ore as the ba is.(2 ) Ho ever , it is ot the Lorraine 
Encyclopedi Britannica Vol . 10 
Encyclopedia Britannica QP •Cit . P • 244 P • 245 
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ores that they import so uch as Swedish ores. 
The Lorraine ores ar far more vital to the Saar basin 
'I hich, since 1935, has been part of Germany. The Saar 
bas n is ~~cond to the uhr area in production of the heavy 
industrial products. Thou h the coal here is not so good 
aa that of the Ruhr, it is cheap r to mine and iron is 
near r the Lorraine ore.(l) 
A second iron and steel industry is concentrated in 
t e Erz ebirge here there is coal and iron as ell as 
other metals . The Styrian ore is also the basis for an 
important center in Austri • A very excellent steel is 
produced here, used not for the heavy industries but for 
the manufacture of electrical and textile nachinery and of 
tools. Vienna and other cities of eastern Austria are 
noted for their fine metal products .(2) 
Th Silesian coal fields also are a center of a steel 
industry. Though there is no iron ore at hand, it is 
profitable to import iron ore since the coal is so good 
jand so cheap. 
The hasic industry of iron and steel is indicative 
of the position of industry in the country. But the sec-
ondary iron and steel trades probably employ as many or 
more people in their factories. Clapham says, "The sec-
ondary iron and steel trades--the making of structural 
R. Lilley op.cit. p . 272 
• Bogardus op.cit. p . 444 I 
(1) 
1(2} 
=-=-==""'=~-'"=--"' 
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and engines and machinery of all sorts-- ere ex-
eedingly idespread , almost in exact proportion to the 
ban population . " (l) His reference is to th early period 
f industry. ith a few fa ctors for geographic concentra-
ion , the disunity o the German states had caused industri 
dispersion . 
This is one o the reason hy lfe find the machine 
so widely diffused . articular industries ave 
enters in different parto o£ the country . F'or instance , 
erman cutlery is the oldest and most specialized of their 
ron and ste 1 industry. The Solingen distric t on the 
ine has nearly all the outlary ~orda of tho country . It 
equiros much careful labor and has built up a fine reputa-
ion . It as there long before the modernization of indus-
ry probably because of the iron deposits near by .. It has 
emained th re and become concentrated, though still much 
f it is done by outwork specialists as ell as in 
actories . (2) 
Naturally the heavy industries are located in the ~uhr , 
of ra material , iron and coal . Not 
y the raw material out the easy and cheap transportation 
nished by the Rhine and its tributaries make it advanta-
ous to locate these in the est of Ger.many . The steel 
J . H. Clapham Economic Development of France and 
germany, 2nd ed . , Cambridge Un1v. Pres~ , London, 1923 If· 2817 
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mills, the rollin lls and the hnmm r and press orks 
are concentrat d here .(l) 
The localization of the secondary trades is duo to a 
number of causes. Sometimes it is due to the importance of 
market , someti es to labor, som t1oes to historical reason 
such as the original location of tho industry, and sometime 
as in the case of the heavy orks , it is due to transporta-
tion and raw material . Leipzig has the printing machinery, 
I 
for an i .portant market is there near the old cultural 
c nter of central Germany . a debure makes beet- sugar 
machinery as it is in the center of the production elt of 
su~nr beets . Chemnitz has ita machinery orkc for the 
important textile industry of Saxony. Labor is important 
in the localization of the electrical equipment of Berlin, 
in the Solin en cutlery orks, and in the Vienna center 
for hi h- grade metal products . 
One industry that y not be incl ded in the second ry 
iron and steel trades but timt is dir ctly dependent upon 
it is the shipbuilding and marine engine industry . atural 
. ly, this tould be located in the port cities border ng the 
North Sea and the Baltic . Some of ~1e ore important of 
these cities are ilhemshaven, Bre erhaven, Bremen, H bur 
Stet tin . 
(1) F. n. Off and • R. S rp Economic Development of 
Modern Europe, revised edition, c~illan, N. Y., 
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Tlle population distribution bears a very close corre-
lation to that of the iron and steel industries. T11e Ruhr 
district has its dense pop ation becaus of this industry 
and others dependent on it . The Upper Rhine Valley and 
Saxony owe their concentrated population in p rt to steel 
industries , though it is not a primary cause. any of the 
more isolated cities of the south of Germany have own up 
to tho nece sity of manufacturing steel products for the 
population there. It will be noted that it is generally 
the lighter industries located in these and in other scat-
tered cities, for the possibilities of transportation in 
that r ~ged district can not compare ith those of the 
level lowlands and sl gish rivers of central and northern 
Germany. 
Germany is one of the eatest nations of the orld 
as regards the production of chemicals . She has th advan 
tn e of havin unlimited supplies of ra material in her 
possession. That plus the scientific bent of 1er people 
ha made her the leading exporter of chemicals in the orl • 
Sodium chloride, potash, iron pyrites , coal and coal t r 
are the raw materials for all th heavy and most of the 
light chemical trades. The country is famed for its fine 
chemicals auC'l clye ares . In fact, the I . G. Farbenindustri 
at Frankfurt-a - Jain , is amon the greatest che cal 
companies in the world . It has a number of advanced 
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processes patented, keepin a orld monopoly on its pro-
ducts. Tll ell - known Bayer Aspirin is just one of t heir 
1many products that are so~d all over the orld . This 
lgreat company is the focus of the employed population for 
miles around Frankfurt . orkers come, not only from 
Frankf'urt and Lud i gshaven , but also from many of the 
villages of the Taunus and ain region and from the Neckar 
valley.(l) Furthermore , the company own other plants in 
other parts of the country employing many more people . 
The relation of the chemical industry to the distri-
bution of the population is also notable . Located ri t 
ll in the industrial areas it is closely related to the areas 
of dense population. The Rhine valley takes the lead in 
II th chemical industry . The Ruhr coal is the source of 
coal tar, one of the ba ic ch mic 1 raw materials . The 
junction of the Rhine and the ain, is the chief cent r of 
the industry and the home of the I . G. Farbenindustrie . 
The Rift Valley has in it some excellent potash and other 
salt which ere an important reason for the locating of 
the industry ri t there . 
In central Germany in the region of the upper Elbe 
valley and the Saale valley is another chemical center . 
This region of chemical production follols ri ht up th 
Elbe valley tl~o h h •r~ ·ebirge and the Sudeten valleys . 
(1) G. Far eninduetrj,e Annual Report Frankfurt- a - ~ain 
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The tassfurt salt field arc the largest potash deposits 
in the orld and on thom is based the chemical industry of 
central Germany . 
It can be easily seen that one of the most important 
factors in the location of the industry is the ra material 
It so happens tha~ Germany's ra materials arc conveniently 
located in ood lo 1 nds , alon vital communication lines. 
The Rhine valley is the heart of the German transportation 
and communic tion~ system thou h it is in the estern part 
of the country . The upper Elbe region is th natural 
hinterland of th North Sea porta of Bremen and Hrumburg . 
The Elbe itself plus the many canals of the northern plain 
permit excellent transportation. 
Other important chemical centers are fairly ell 
scattered over the country in relation to the gen ral 
distribution of the population. ur nberg, unich and 
Vienna in the outhern hi ands have their own chemical 
plants . 
Germany's textile industt i one of the olde t nd 
has per isted in be1ne amon the more profitable . In fact 
in th ne ly acquired district of the Bohemia upland, it i 
th primary one . Though Germ ny is surpassed by En r 1 
her cotton production she is still important in this fi ld . 
Spinning as an occupation of the people of Saxony and cf 
the Alsatiatians long before the Industri 1 Revolution . 
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Tho second area 1s that in central Ge1~any includine 
lo er Silesia, all of Saxony and northeast Boheme.. This 
i an old center, developed originally as a winter indust 
to supplement farming . 
So 1the1~n Germany 1 the thir area, has 1 ts important 
cotton production also, in Augsbour , Stuttgart, ulhouse, 
and of course, Vienna.(l) 
axony used to be a very important wool producer. 
But it was not able to keep up this production and there-
fore turned to importing. Sever 1 ool mills grow up in 
that area, but no great industry was localized at that 
time for moat of t e ork a done by 'the piece system in 
the homes of the orkers . Therefore, there are ool manu-
fact~~ing centers spread .throughout Germany in Saxony, 
Thuringia, Silesia, and in the Elberfeld district, Aachen , 
and Munchen-Gladbach near the Belgian frontier as well as 
in Hannover, Berlin nd A+aace. mhea manufacturing cen-
tera e e located near the porta As iL1ported ool cam 
to be more necessary, several co~bing and weaving centers 
or stablished near th port cities, along the Rhine .. (2) 
For similar reasons the textile industry of Vorarl-
berg and tho Tyrol are well established. Located there 
(1) R. • R. Dehn The German Cotton Industf* (A r port of 
the Electors of the Gartside Scholarsh:Ps ) Publica-
tion of Univ. Of Manc'laoter, Ec . Ser1e No . 14, 
Gartside reports on Industry and Commerce No . 10 
Univ. Prees, Manchester, 1913 
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~~-u-lly as a domestic industry, it has developed into 
an important center Lo ·1er Auatria is rell located 
the importation or ra material along the Danube plain 
tho spinning branch of the industry 1s especially 
veloped here.(l) 
The silk industry in Germany 1 more of a modern 
development in GerL~ny and has been established in the 
lo er Rhine district , near ports and nearer foreign markets 
Krefeld, Elberfeld, and Freiburg in the upper Rhine valley 
e.r the centers. 
The relation bet een the textile industry location 
tho distribution of the population is very evident . But 
the reason .. for the particular location of the industry a 
not so clear. or course there is the historical reason . 
The industry as located there long ago, not for industri-
al pm"poses but for labor purpose • Though i th the rise 
of industrialism it as necess ry to import more or t l e 
raw materiel , the industry remained located there and to-
day is the most important textile center of Oe~·mny . In 
fact Chcmnitz is called the "Manchester of Saxony." 
Secondly , the location of' the textile industry may be 
due to climate requirements . The cotton industry, especi 
l y , nood:a high humidity (except in the modern factories 
'lith air-conditioninG).. T __ e rainfall of Germany is fairly 
(1) E. s . Bog&rdus op.c'"t . p . 444 
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high in the l ower Rhine district wl1ere the influence of 
westerlies is still fairly strong . I n the central 
ea in the Erzgebirge and the Sudeten, the increased 
causes a heavier precipitation than in the area 
northwest of it . 
A third possible explanation of tile present localiza-
of the industry may be in the demand of the popula-
in these areas. Located in the most densely populated 
reaa of Germany, it has a great local market right at hand 
upply ~ith the necessary clothing. Saxony, ith a 
sity of 850 per square mile , is the greatest textile 
and the lower Rhine ith a density nearly as 
is the second most important area . The Austrian 
in Vienna probably has the srume explanation . 
The water supply of a region also seems to have some 
earing on the location of the industry. Limey aters are 
ellent for bleaching purposes and were important in the 
chosen for the early industry of Saxony. Also , the 
that the streams could furnish was a great aid in the 
try before the use of the steam engine and other more 
rn sources of power . Water power is not to be scorned 
a source today, but many of the streams earlier used 
not enough speed to be of use in the modern developmen 
The sugar industry is another one that furnishes empl 
to a large number of the population of central Erzge-
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birge. Naturally th.is industry is located in direct rela-
tion to the beet fields, which themselves need a great 
deal of hand labor. The raising of beets is concentrated 
in the fertile lowlands of the Northern Plain, bordering 
the Central Uplands. The three Lo l .and Bays, the Rhine 
funnel, the Saxony triangle and the Silesian trough, are 
the areas of largest production. lagdeburg, as the center 
of the industry , has more sugar factories than any of the 
other cities . Further up the Elbe Valley between the 
Erzgebirge and the Sudetes there are many beet fields and 
sugar factories. The lo er Rhine industrial district has 
its apportionment of sugar factories, the beets coming 
from the fields in Munsterland. 
The manufacture of rubber is surprisingly important 
for a country which has no control of the raw material. 
The rubber must be imported from the tropics and therefore 
the industry is located in and near the German port cities, 
to avoid any extra transportation cost . Hwmburg and 
Hannover are the important near-coast or coast cities. 
Other factories are pretty ~ell scattered in large cities 
and in areas already industrialized to a high de ee as 
regards some other product . These are Berlin, Dresden, 
Leipzig, agdeburg , Frankfurt, ~unicl1, and the Rhine and 
Danube cities . The scattered location is due to conven-
ience not only for importing the ra~ material , but for 
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distributing the finished product by way of the good lines 
of communication~ 
Bavaria is noted for its beer and should not go un-
mentioned -in this respect. Hops and barley, fron which 
beer is made , are raised in southern Germany where the 
climate is best suited for their growth and wher·e the topo-
graphy and soil are not better suited to more profitable 
agricultur • 
The pottery and glass production of Germany is another 
industry that had its beginnings and importance lon b fore 
the Industrial Revolution. The pottery indust is c ncen-
trated in the eastern end of the Central Highlands where 
fine china clay is fo~d . Bet een the upper Saale and the 
upper Werre., across the whole north est-southeast extent of 
the Thuringerwald, through the Erzgebirge and the Sudetes , 
and even in lower Saxony are rich deposits of the clay. 
The glass production is mostly in the upper Spree 
valley, and in the Elbe valley just at the point here it 
passes into the Erzgebirge. Glass and pottery industries 
are located in mountain valleys as they are industries ell 
suited to local development . The raw material is often not 
orth transporting very far to a more convenient location 
for its manufacture . Originally it as an industry of the 
home, using charcoal as a £uel . In some locations it has 
oved from home to factory, but in southern Germany much is 
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still done in the homes as a wlnt r in ustry to supplement 
the agrlc llture and to rist industry of t1e stllnT:lor. 
Pottery and gla3s are not the only i portnnt rural 
indu tria~. any of tho h ghlnnd people of Germany 1ave 
qu_to an income fr t!'l other ork. Tl < nac:lng of toys and 
oth r oodcnrving is p rhaps best lmo 1111 . I the i' ~z ·el'ircr , 
in the ' ciningen Oberlnnd, n tho Rch ·mrtz ald, in 
Thurinbia, in Bavaria, and the Tyrol oodcarving is an i::n-
portnnt source of inco1e . In paces it has been concen-
trntec n factories and even rOI'lOVod fron ts o i gi al si 
Berlin and rurnborg also have developed 1 r ge toy indus-
tries. 
Other rural industries are lace- mnling , glove-making, 
stra hat-making nd the C ristmas tree in ustry . The e 
are in d rect relation to the sparsely pop ated ur as of 
the country, not to the ·areas of the gre teat density a 
are all the other ir.. ustries. 
There ar probably a. n~ 1ber of other industries t!"la t 
deserve d tailed analysis , but 1ere it ervea ell merely 
to mention them. Bic ... ,..clcs, r.totor cars , le ther , furs , 
books, mu ical instruments , optical inntruments , atch a , 
and al the technical applianc a are products of German 
industry . Each one is o. source of income and employr.1ent 
to ~~ny people , but no ono is outstandin~ , except possibly 
the optical center. This is , aftqr all , a branch of the 
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gla s industry already mentioned . But because of the 
superior quality of the glass and the careful scientific 
study , it nas become a world- wide optical center . 
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COMMERCE 
According to the census of 1933, 5 , 932 , 000 or 18. 4 
per cent of the gainfully employed of Germany w re engaged 
in commerce . Wi tb so large a portion of the population 
thus enga ged, it is imperative that some mention of commer 
be made . 
For hundreds of years Germany's commerce has been 
significant . In the fourteenth century, the Hanseatic 
Lea e was at its peak. In an article in the Bulletin of 
the American Geographic Society iss Semple says , "After 
the Slavs had encroached on the backs of the Germans dur-
ing the early ~iddle Ages, Germany realized she had lost 
much territory east of the Elbe . In an attempt to regain 
this land , progress by land as very slow. Soon, however, 
colonists from Germany and the Netherlands saw the value 
of travelling by sea . Hence many towns were established 
along the coast . '' (1) Communications were then cheaper and 
quicker. The colonists were able to keep up connections 
with the mother country . Excellent natural harbors pro-
vided good opportunity for trade . As it is now, the estu-
aries carry ships pretty f'ar inland , and at that time the 
craft could move much farther up the rivers . 
The greatness of the Hanseatic League passed, but 
(1) . E. c. Semple "The Development of the Tianse Towns in 
Relation to their Geographical Environment" Bull. Am 
Geog . Soc . , Vol . 31 , 1899 p . 237 
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Germany as still important as a trading country . Being 
centrally located , it served as the route for much of the 
trade from the risin teatern powers . Nurnburg , A sburg , l 
ll and other cities in southern Germany were important medle- 1 
val trade centers . The situation may be somewhat differ-
ent from what it as in the iddle Ages but Germany's 
location is still the same . Surrounded by many progres -
sive countries, she has an excellent market for German 
g~ods and a source for German supplies . A large volume of 
trade is the natural result of t h i situation. 
Cologne , Bremen, Hamburg, Ki el , Lubeck, Stettin, 
Konigsberg and t he free city of Danzig are still very 
vital to the trade of Germany. The greatest trade route 
of the orld is that called the Great Circle Route that 
passes from North eat Europe to Northeastern North America 
The German cities are at the east end of the route. The 
second most important trade route of the world is that one 
which goes from Northwest Europ south and east through 
t he Mediterranean and the Suez to the Far East . Germany 
is at one terminus of this route. In fact the focal point 
of the ocean trade routes of the world is northwestern 
Europe . 
Germany ' s foreign trade is vital to her people . The 
need for food as ell as for ra material is one that can 
not be overlooked . Furthermore , since hor rapid rise to 
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industrialism, she has had to go abroad for markets for 
goods. Coming into the game rath er late , she as not ble 
to get any of the rich colonies as some of the other n -
tiona had done . Therefore , she sought markets in coun-
trie already culturally developed but without the indus-
trial interests . The "Drang nach Ostenn that has been 
going on for years is a result of this attempt to capture 
markets in the· Near East . 
It must not be thought that is only ocean trade that 
features in Ger ny ' s commerce . Her geographic position 
is more central as regards land routes . Germany is the 
transition zone between east and west Europe . The coast 
cities re the northern termini of the north- south routes . 
Stopping places along the route from south and east Europe 
are Vienna , unich , Nurnberg , Frankfurt , Dresden and 
Leipzig . Vienna is at the eastern ehd of the German part 
of the Danube plain . unich is the cros sroad of the e st-
west and north- south routes of southern Germany. Nurnberg 
is the meetin place of routes fro the south and the ast 
going to the northwest . Frankfurt is the largest city of 
the middle Rhine , located at the junction of the ain and 
the Rhine . Dresden and Liepzig are on the routo from tho 
Bohemian plateau to the north est ; Leipzig is the conver -
ing point of innumerable stroa.ms of international commerce 
The natural advanta e for internal trade in Germany 
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are many . Her inland waterway system is world famous. 
any rivers flowin north and east ca ry German goods to 
the trade centers . The Rhine traffic is far greater than 
most rivers. Having such a rich hinterland and flowing 
toward rather than away from the center of trade, it car-
ries millions of dollars worth of goods every year . The 
Weser, Elbe , and Oder rivera are the three other major ones 
l
or the plain and they , with their tributaries , carry much 
of Germany's goods . The extensive canalization of the 
German waterways has made nearly every part of the country 
accessible by water . The east west glacial ridges of the 
northern plain have tro s between them suitable for 
canals. A network of canals connects Berlin with the Elbe 
and the Oder, thereby making an important east- west route 
as well as north-south routes across the plain. The Rhine 
Danube connection and the Rhine- Rhone canal make southern 
Germany open to water transportation. 
1
canal commonly known as the Kiel canal 
l
necting the Baltic with the North Sea. 
With such excellent waterways, it 
The Kaiser Wilhelm 
is vital in con-
is hard to conceive 
of Germany's having a good railway system, but she has . 
Her railroads are many and widespread . Berlin, the Rubr , 
and Frankfurt- am- Main are the largest centers, the Ruhr 
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district having the thickest network. Leipzig, Nurnberg , 
~====== Vienna, and Breslau, important commercial cities , are==~==~==~===== 
I 
centers for the railroad. As would be expected, the moun-
tain re ions and upland have considerably fe er railroads 
I 
1 because of the sparse population which is a result of topo-
graphy . There are three major rail lines crossing Germany, 
the first of which follows the Rhine valley up to Switzer-
! land, oes through the st. Gothard pass and do m into 
1 Italy. The second is an east-west route from Paris across 
the Rhine at Strassbourg to Munich and east via the Danube 
valley. Another east- est route reaches from Paris to 
Colo ne to Berlin to Warsaw to Russia. The third route 
going north est-southeas t passes from Hamburg to erlin 
to Dresden through Bohemia to southeast Europe. any othe 
routes connection places within the country are along 
similar paths , follo ing river valleys and lowland almost 
completely. 
Obviously, all these commercial cities are centers of 
I population for the sake of their trade. Berlin, Hamburg, 
Cologne, Munich, Leipzig and Dresden are all over 500,000 
in population. :trot all of the people in those cities are 
engaged in trade but a good share of them are. 
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ECONO C REGIONS OF GE NY 
"An economic r gion i an area of interrelated ctiv-
1t1 a ar kindred int rest and or anization."(l) I th this 
d fin1tion in mind, it 1 obvio th t th pol tical d vi-
ions of Germany have no bearing on the economic units of 
the country. It is po sible, ho ver, to divid Ge ny 
into economic re ion nd it has been don by R. E. Dick-
in on. Each re ion is characterized by roup of cities 
as its nucl us, ith th border of the re ons spreading 
o t and gr din into the djoining area . In his division 
the boundaries r defined ccording to som 1 cal roup 
fcelin , or by a change in the character of conom1c pro-
duction, or by th population di tr1bution. 
It must not b thought that those r eions ar ch 
compl tely eparate troo the other. R ther, just the oppo 
site i tru • They are co pletely inter pend nt. The 
specialization of indust m an t t thoy ust market 
th ir good ith r in anoth r s ct.on of th co~tr or 
abroad, and the 1 tter 
cities for foreign trade . 
s th . de endent on the port 
In th ea. of food lone, the 1nterre ion 1 relat~on 
r vital . 1ere t e population i concentrated in th 
citiea, food must b imported. Saxony and the lo r Rhine 
(1) R. E . Dio inson " conomic Re ion 
Geographical Revie October, 1938 
in G any" 
P • 610 
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are large importers of grain. They depend upon Ha~b g an 
Brem n to secure foreign s•.plies for them and upon Berlin 
to get the onst Elb~an rain. Also, these areas of con-
centrated population must be supplied ith meat . The lo -
er Rhine is ouppl ed from estphe.lia., Hannover and Olden-
urg, here s B rlin's s pply comes from Pomerania nd 
east Pr• sia. Saxony _th it~ 5,000,000 population is 
.forced to po t pork product from Schles ig-Rolstoin 
and also from lo r Sil s1a and Thuringia in spite of her 
I o large production of hogs. Farms in these conti uous 
I 
area e.lao uppl Saxony 1th be f. 
The interdepend nee of th economic units, embraces 
the supplying of fu 1 nd r·w r.m.t rialo for the various 
indu trio and n cessitates movement fro~ one ro ion to 
t e n xt. The coal of the Ruhr district serves not only 
the i on nd ste 1 i~dustries of that district but al o 
those of central r.d part of out ern Germany. T_l co 1 
of t e S a.r basin competes it the Ruhr supply an in 
n rthern nd centr 1 Germany , co 1 from England enter 
th competition . Th t ' ri ty and speci liz tion or 
I 
th chine industry based on the iron and teel dev lop- I 
m t necessitates much xcha.ng • Saxony ends many of he 
nufa.cture oods to B rlin, s ell as to Silesi , 
Thuringia., saxony t and B v ria. Ruhr manufacture the 
she sends out. 
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Lot us consider no t xt1le ind try. Her also 
0 of pecial1z tion. The%' 1 the need for a b g 
of arns nnd clot 1 b tween d1 trict , nd a v -
of tho oven t brio to th f1n1ahin tactori s. or 
cotton is ut o urod into cloth 1n o thern 
The clot 1 1 ent to S1leoi here it s fin s1-
om 1les1a 1 t oe to or lin to t 1 ol o u-
fact er o tin lly ondo the .f'1n1 hod product to th 
r t ilor for the con urner. (1} 
I ot only 1nt rre 1onal but intra-re ional r lnt on-
ships n tmportnnt r tur of 1 divi ion of Ge y 
I In t et Dickinson ' 1v ion re base nly on thea 
l r 
I 
io 1 c ro.cter1 tioo. Though hav rno.d my o di vi- ~ 
ion on th bae1 of t I d1 covered b the re e rch for : 
th1 er, th ro 1 oo1nc1denoe th t can not be ov r-
loo d it 1 Dickinson's re ions. ne has b sed his re 1on-
l s ot1ons on the zon of 1nfl no or the pr1noipl 
0 t es. His work i ba d on the ood o.nd tr !'f1c t ti 
tics ea min is on o o.pbio f otor t1at h v 
een 1 en w~1 t in the f'ir t part of this th is. 
fir t region t t I ve 
~~~~~n~s~r~o.g~i-o.n along t north side of th plain~ 
tondin from Schl s i - Host in astw rd, it includes 
(1) R. • DickinSon op.cit. P• 017 
I 
7 
East Prussia. Kiel, Lubeck, wtettin nnd Konigsber aro th 
nucleal" cit:i.ea , t..helr life being lmost cotlpl tely co:J!.. ~ r- 1 
cial. The region , as a - .ole , ia an a ricultural one as 
it is an re of large sized f r.r~ and low den ity of 
agl~icultural population. Dairy farming is cha.racteristic 
of the stern part hareas on the e at rye, potatoes, 
and grains a e grown. 
Hamburg and Bremen are the centers of the second 
r gion . Th so two cities are regions of very- dena popu-
' lation in an area rather sparoely populated as a whole. 
Serving as the outlot for much of the Elbe and Weser 
v lley products , it influence extends south.ard fa rly 
far. Furthermore , it is pos~lible that Schles lg-Hontein 
center on Hamburg rather than Kiel becauae of t e v~n­
tages of a North Sea port over the Baltic . These t •o 
extensions of this r gion may be con idered as transition 
zones . 
Berlin and its environs con titute the third ~ect on. 
The no1•thern boundary of the district 1 tr..e out 1ern edge 
of the first region, and the southern boundary is at th 
line where the type of griculture ch nges from the rye-
potato type to the sugar beet-wheat ~elt of the more fer-
tile lands . Berlin is the caumercial center of tho whole 
plain, being t the junction of the north- south and east-
west routes across it. An it is the c pital of thf' count 
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it dra s a considerable number of people that might not 
other ise be there . Many industries have developed as a 
result . It might be noted here that many of the induatri-
al workers of Berlin have their o\vn little plots of land 
in the suburbs of the city and there they raise enough of 
vegetabl a for themselves and their families . 
The center of the southern half of the northern plain 
seems to me to be the next unit . ith Hannover and agde-
burg as its cities , it is the meeting place of the four 
zones that surround it . It is bounded by Westphalia and 
the Ruhr on the west , the Hamburg re ion on the north, 
I Central Germany on the east. and the ~iddle Rhin~ and 
II southern Germany on the south. Dickinson does not include 
I Magdebur> and its environs in a separate section, but 
I rather connects it with Saxony and leaves Hanover as the 
centers in an agricultural region. They fall within the 
fertile area of the border, and both cities manufacture 
a icultural machinery and trade in agricultural products . 
The Silesian trough is an econanic unit in itself . 
The industrial life of the area centers around Breslau in 
Upp•r Sileaia hereas the agricultural life is fairly well 
spread throu hout . Dairy1n is carried on in the uplands, 
wheat and beets are grown in the fertile lowland and rye 
and potato in the sandier part of the plain . 
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Dickinson calla central Germany the "economic epitome ==~===+========= 
and heartland of Germany . " (l) Tho h he includes dge-
burg and its surroundings in this ection, I feel that 
that is a seperate unit . I hav included the 1nd trial 
area of th Harz ountains , the Thuringerwald , the Erz e-
birge , and th Sudetengebir _e , a ell a the upp r Elbe 
and its tributary valleys . This area has the dens st popu 
( lation of the whole of Germany, ov r BOO per quar mile . 
Its industri 1 beginnin in medieval times has made it t e 
1 adinu. section of the country, e pecially for th lighter 
and more specialized indu trie • The larger cities of the 
are r Leipzig , Dresden , Plauen, and Chemnitz . A number 
of maller towns in U1e recently annexed area are not over 
100, 000 but are very important centers especially for the 
textile and pottery industries . The section bet een 
Leipzig and Halle y be considered a transition zone 
bet een agdeburg , ti1e a rieultural city, and Le1pz1 
and the others of Upper Saxony. This area is an agricul-
t al one and helps to reed the orkers of th Saxony 
factorie , but it is also very dependent on agdebur nd 
Halle for the anufacture of their beets into s aar and as 
di tribut ing centers for other products such as wheat . 
Some people y argue tl~t the lo er Rhine district 
eo es closer to representing the heart of Germany . The 
intense industrialization of the Ruhr valley based on its 
(1) R. E . Dickinson 
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coal and nearby iron sUpplies makes it one of the greatest 
centers in the orld for this industry . Thousands of men 
and women are employed by the famous Krupp works alone . 
The Rhine and its tributaries permit cheap and good trans-
portation . The food suppl y for all these workers comes 
from surrounding areas on the north in testphalia and on 
the south in the warm valleys of the Rhine and Mosel . 
As one moves farther up the Rhine one comes to ano 
region that is well unified economically. That is the 
dle Rhine area of which Frankfurt- am- ain is the heart 
city. Between Cologne and Frankfurt one passes through a 
transition zone from the heavy industry of the Rubr 
a region famed for its vineyards and on into the region 
the chemical industry. Here are located tl1e main works of 
the I . G. Farbenindustrie which has a monopoly of the 
chemical industry in Germany and on many of its products 
outside the country. The salt deposits of ~1e ID1ine , plus 
the coal from the Saar and the Ruhr , made this possible . 
Coal is important here as 
many chemicals . 
fuel and also as a source of 
It is in this section and further south that are 
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found the smallest agricultural holdings in all Germany. 
This allows very intensive agriculture hich suppli&s much 
of t he local food supply as well as producing wine , fruits 
1 
and tobacco for more distant markets . 
========~======~~~======== 
The south est section of Germany centers about the 
Rhine rift valley, a arm and sunny v lley that produces 
fine ines, fruits, and tobacco in s~ilar a s for 
s1m11 r markets as do the valleys of the iddle }Jhine area• ll 
Stuttgart is the industrial center and commercial focus of 
th1 district, but much of the nduatry of this a ction is 
l still carried on in the home. oodcarvors and atc!mookers 
nd many of the avers of cotton cloth are found on the 
ittle farms of the cotmtryside. 
East of Wirt .ember 11 B v ria and the Ostmark. 
to do., unich, urnberg, and Innabruck are the three 
urban centers and unich is by far tho most important . 
unich, famous for her bre inB and furniture industries , 
is the center of the hole of southern Germany, because of 
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it tr t c co roil location. umbers 1 t c nter 
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S 4ARY 
An attempt bas been made to present the geographic 
factors ti1at are an ~portant influence on the distributio 
of the pop·ulation of Germany . ~~e first consideration as 
that of the physical geography of Ger.many. 
The physiography of the country is quite complex, 
varying from the broad level plain on the north to the rug 
ged mountains of the south. There is a definite relation 
bet een the population distribution and the topography. 
As is expected in any country, th valleys 1nve a denser 
population than the highlands . The Rhine valley and also 
the valleys of the upper Oder , Elbe and Ieser rivers are 
areas of great density . Yet it is not only the highlands 
that are sparsely populated . The orthern Plain as a 
hole is rather thinly settled as is also the Bavarian 
plateau. Therefore , it is not entirely true that 1 liands 
have population and hi lands sparse population. Fhysi-
o raphy is important in its relation to the distribution 
of the population, but it does not control it . 
The second factor considered as agriculture . A ri-
culture is baaed mainly on soil and climate . It is a 
consideration of these t o factors that lod to an arbi-
trary division of Germany into agricultural reeions . Some 
of the regions are located in direct relation to the area II 
of dense population in that they supply the necessary food 
_I 
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for the thousands of orkers 1n the cities . But other 
than that , the relationship is not startling. A :ouch 
closer correlation can be seen bet eon the size of farms 
and the a,.,.ricultural population. The densest agricultural 
population occupies a re ion there the farms are scall, 
each mnn probably owning his own land and livestock and 
farming it successfully. 
The t hird factor, mineral resources , has a marked 
influence on the population distribution . uch of the 
industry is related directly to the source of power , coal, 
as ell as to the industrial ra materials . The great 
coal fields of the lower Rhine , plus the associated iron 
deposits of the Siegerland and Lahn Dill region , has led 
to th rise of one of the greates t industrial regions of 
the orld. The coal and salt deposits of tho Rhine valley, 
I 
has localized the chemical industry there . The Silesian 
coal and zinc and lead has caused the development of a 
lar e industrial center there . The mineral deposits in 
G rr.1a.ny are o.ostly ithin a belt that xtends from the 
estern boundary of the lo er Rhino valley east ard throug 
the recently annexe~ Sudetenland. The east-~est belt is 
also the belt of densest population of the hole country. 
As has been said, the industries based on thea 
mineral raw materials are located in direct a soociation 
ith their source . The iron and steel industry is , of 
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course , the roatest of theso . The chemical industry is 
in second place . The textile industry is not so much in 
relation to raw material , as Germany must import those. 
The sugar industry , the pottery and glass industry , the 
bre ing industry , are all related to ra material . This 
is the most important factor in locating industry in 
German • 
Some of the industries , such as caving and other 
industries originally carried on in the hom , ere started 
as a SU:!JJ)lement to othor occup tiona and ar located in 
relation to these oth r occup tiona , e pecially agricultur • 
later power as important in locatin~ the early textile 
industry to be in close relation to them. Furtiermore , 
some industries are related to the population already 
l ocated . Here again the toxtil trade serves as an 
example, being an important resource in large cities such 
as Berlin and Vienna . 
Population den ity seems to be directly related to 
the location of industry. Industry is , for economic 
reasons, concentrated into compact efficient centers . It 
requires a large labor supply and the correlation bet een 
population and industry. 
The last important factor influencing the population 
distr ibution is commerce . number of centers of popula-
tion as trade cities . There are the port 
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cities . There are the port cities of the North Sea and 
t he Baltic tho.t foo.turo in Germany's foreign trade . There 
. 
are the river porto such as thoso o the ro ne , Cologne , 
Frankfurt and annheim. There are the transition cities 
bot eon Germany an the south cast of Europe such as 
unich, Augsburg, lurnborg , and Vienna . 
The development of tho excellent railroads of G rmany 
even in competition ith the excellent 3ater ays is evi-
dence of the dondnant position of trade in ermany. Here 
a ain there is a direct relation bet een the population 
density and the factor of comnerce . Com:nerce demands a 
center for its concentration and for its distribution. 
The strategically located cities serve this purpose and ar~ 
a direct result of the rise of trade . 
On the basis of these factors and the population 
distribution, the eich has been divided into economic 
geocraphic regions . The division is arbitrary but per-
fectly plausible . It serves as a method of summing up 
I the terial into logica.l units , and allo s for the impor-
1 tant correlation bet een the GOO aphic f ctors and the 
population distribution in Germany. 
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